services

daily assessment coaching

Humane assessment is a software
engineering method that makes the
activity of assessment explicit and
manageable.

coaching stakeholders

We offer a set of service packages that
cover the all aspects of assessment.
The packages can be combined and
customized based on the client needs.

www.humane-assessment.com

The first step is to learn to specify the
concerns explicitly. The second step is to
learn how to interpret the analysis results
and transform them into actions. The final
step consists of learning to initiate and steer
the overall assessment effort.
For best results it typically requires each
stakeholder to invest:
14 weeks of 30 min / day / person
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strategic assessment
The objective of such a project is to support
strategic decisions concerning a system or a
portfolio of systems. The project involves
working closely with the stakeholders, and it
can be accompanied by a report.
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coaching facilitators
First, facilitators have to learn to work with
stakeholders to identify valuable concerns.
Second, they have to learn to craft checkers
fast. Finally, they have to learn to facilitate
and ensure that stakeholders actively reach
decisions.

The objectives of daily assessment are to
identify problem areas, and to check and
improve architecture concerns on a daily basis.
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For best results it typically requires each
facilitator to invest:
14 weeks of 1 - 2 days / week
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tooling buildup
A typical scenario is provided by the analysis
of a legacy in-house or outsourced project
with the goal of checking its conformance to
wanted standards and designs.
Another typical problem is to support the
estimation of a strategic decision to rewrite
or reengineer a system.

installing an assessment department
The objectives of a tooling buildup is to
produce larger analysis tools tailored to the
context of the system at hand. These tools
can be used in several assessment scenarios.

Examples of such tools are importers for
domain-specific or proprietary languages.
Typically, the effort is measured in weeks of
engineering effort.

The main objective of setting up an
assessment department is to
internalize the know-how of
building analysis tools and of
supporting daily, spike and
strategic assessment projects.

Typically, this project follows or takes place simultaneously
with a project of Daily Assessment Coaching.

